


• Born  in the year 1926

• United states

• Served US Army one year

• Then Taught English 
Literature

• Coined the word 
‘Ecocriticism’

• Investigates how nature is 
used literally or 
metaphorically in certain 
literary or aesthetic works



1. First Law of Ecology-

“Everything is connected to everything else”



We are Interdependent

• Human community is attempting to destroy 
natural community today- a great threat to 
earth

• This is a self destructive or suicidal behavior

• We should try to find the grounds upon which 
human and nature can coexist, cooperate, and 
flourish in biosphere

• Ecologists are trying therefore to formulate an 
ecological vision which can lead into a program 
of action in social, economic, political and 
individual levels









• Ecology is considered by many as a subversive 
science

• Because many people think that ecological 
visions are radical ones which would subvert the 
economic growth of the emerging industrial 
states

• We have to therefore develop a steady and 
sustainable state economy which is central to all 
economic growth
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• We should hold on to the first law of Ecology-
”Everything is connected to everything else”

• This is the basis for all ecological visions

• This is a mind expanding vision not just mind 
blowing vision

• I am going to speak in this paper therefore about 
literature and biosphere

• I believe man cannot do anything he wants with 
nature

• There should be laws to protect the rights of nature 
as well(of dolphins, whales, hawks and whooping 
cranes)

• They also should have some lawyers to articulate 
their rights



















2. Poems are part of energy pathways 
which sustain life





Poems are verbal equivalent of Fossil fuel; 
but they are renewable source of energy 
as they come from those ever generative 

matrices- Language and imagination



• Some poems are ever-living- they are 
inexhaustible sources of energy

• Examples- King Lear, Moby dick, Song of myself

• They may remain active in any language

• They are energy pathways that sustain human life

• Unlike fossil fuels they cannot be used up

• The more one thinks about such a great poem, 
the more one gets energy





• Through reading, teaching and critical discourse



• Energy in nature:
• Nature depends on Solar energy- Sun is the single source of 

energy
• Biosphere is depending on the continuous flow of sunlight
• Some of it is stored and some of it is converted into heat

and is soon lost from eco system
• Basic law of thermodynamics- Energy is never created or 

destroyed- it is only transformed or degrades or dispersed
• Basic formulation of ecology is that there is a one way flow 

of energy through a system which can be recycled and used 
over and over



• Creative energy in Poetry(Literature):
• All energy comes from creative imagination
• Language is the vehicle for storing this creative energy
• Creative imagination and intelligence is the sun upon 

which human community depends for energy
• This energy stored in a poem is renewable- it is never lost 

even after constant use(reading). 
• But gives more and more energy to the reader
• Unlike nature, which has only a single source of 

energy(sun), humans have multiple sources of 
energy(writers)

• Poets can be called as Human suns
• This stored energy in literature should also flow to 

biosphere so as to protect biosphere















Reader
(Reading- satisfies various hungers of human being including word hunger) 

Poet

(converts energy in to language and stores)

Creative Imagination and Intelligence

(Source of energy)





• Because drama enacted upon the stage, 
before a live audience, releases energy into 
the human community assembled in the 
theatre

• It rises all the energy levels

• Catharsis happens(the process of releasing, 
and thereby providing relief from, strong or 
repressed emotions)



Why Classroom, Seminar Hall- More ideal 
for energy transfer?

• Coming together in classroom, seminar hall etc. 
to discuss or read or study literature is to gather 
energy centers around a matrix of stored 
poetic/verbal energy

• This is the true interactive field- because energy 
flow is not just a two way flow from person to 
person as it would be in reading, but the flow is 
along many energy pathways- from poem to 
person- from person to person

• Here, the highest motive of literature is 
accomplished- not just to get pleasure and truth 
but creativity and community







• Ian McHarg says “ Perception of world and evolution as a 
creative process is the greatest contribution of the 
ecological view”

• He defines creation as “Raising of matter from lower to 
higher order”

• In nature this creative process occurs when some of sun’s 
energy is entrapped on its path to entropy

• Entropy- a thermodynamic quantity representing the 
unavailability of a system's thermal energy for conversion 
into mechanical work, often interpreted as the degree of 
disorder or randomness in the system.

• This entrapment is “negentropy”- because it negates the 
negative process of entropy and allows energy to be saved 
from random dispersal and put to creative ends



• Green plants through 
photo synthesis does 
this “negentropy”

• They trap the energy 
of the sun from 
entropy and stores it

• Therefore, they are 
nature’s poets





• They arrest energy on its path to entropy and 
they such way not only raise matter from 
lower to higher degree but help to create 
creativity and community

• The energy in the poem when shared to 
others, again raise matter to a higher order

• (ie, creates culture of a society)



• Classrooms provide an environment to 
transfer this energy properly so as to create a 
community

• Teachers are best ecologists of the classroom

• Teachers generates and releases greatest 
amount of collective creative energy

• Class room is a community – a true interactive 
field


